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We give conditions under which it is possible to construct recursive models for certain highly non-recursive theories.
The main idea is to find an 'o-friendly family' of structures corresponding to the given theory and then to construct the desired recursive model by copying appropriate parts of these structures, choosing the part to copy in each structure so as to include important witnesses. All of this is done using the recursive labelling systems designed by C. Ash. An example is given which involves orderings whose elementary first-order theories have degree 0'"".
Introduction
In this paper, all languages are recursive and all structures have universe o. For a structure ?I, then, we can think of D(B), the open diagram of "8, as a subset of o, and identify the recursive complexity of '8 with that of D(a); e.g., we say that 2l is a recursive shwcture if D(!?l) is recursive. It has long been known that every decidable theory has a recursive model. The results of this paper give other, less strenuous conditions for a theory to have a recursive model.
The method of proof for the main result was suggested by work done by Ash and Knight in [3] , and relies heavily on the idea of recursive labelling systems developed by Ash in [2] . In [3] these systems were used to show that, under certain conditions on structures ?I and 93, for each At+l-set S there is a recursive sequence {a,,} of recursive structures for which Q ~ '21 ifneS, n ( 'B if n $ S.
K. R. Hurlburl
The proof of this theorem involves the construction of a tree T and the obtaining of a path through T which corresponds to an infinite sequence of OS and Is which is eventually constant. Ash later remarked that this construction will yield a recursive structure even for paths corresponding to sequences which are not eventually constant. This suggested the construction that is used in proving the main result of this paper.
In our construction, we use a family K of recursive structures. Then, instead of jumping between two structures 2l and 'x3, as in [3], we jump from one structure in K, say Y&,, to another, ~i2) to another, ?&, and so on. The desired recursive model of T is constructed by copying a bit of &, , then a bit of '?&, etc., choosing the part to copy in such a way that certain important witnesses are included. In Section 1 we present all of the background material which is needed for our results. This includes the definition of the recursive labelling systems and of a-friendly families, and a discussion on systems of ordinal notation. Section 2 contains our main result, as well as the definition of the binary 'wedge' relations which are needed for the recursive labelling systems.
Section 3 consists of an example to which the main theorem can be applied. The example is the theory of a linear ordering %!I which encodes a given S c o. We show that if for each n < w the elements of S tl (n + 1) can be determined effectively in 0(2n-1), uniformly in IZ, then the elementary first-order theory of ?l will have a recursive model.
Background material

Systems of ordinal notation
We begin with Kleene's system 6' of ordinal notations, which Ash used in his results on recursive labelling systems. The definition presented here is taken from
The set 0 is a set of natural numbers, with a map x H lx]" from 0 into the ordinals. If /3 is an ordinal, then p = ]xk, means that x is a notation for /-I. Some ordinals will have more than one notation. There is also a partial ordering <,, between the notations.
These are defined by induction as follows:
Let 0 have notation 1. Now assume that all ordinals less than y have received their notations, and assume that <0 has been defined on these notations.
Let qO, cpi, q2, . . . be the usual listing of the partial recursive functions.
(i) If y = p + 1, then for each x such that lx],, = 6, let ]2X]0 = y. In this case we also define z <,2" for all z such that either z = x or for which z <,x.
(ii) If y is a limit ordinal, then for each y such that (~,,(n))~<, is a sequence of notations for an increasing sequence of ordinals with limit y and such that i <j j q,,(i) co q,,(j), define 13 -5y(o = y. In this case, there are either infinitely many notations for y, or none, depending on y. Also define z $3 . 5y for all z for which there is some n < w such that z Co&(n).
The system 0 has several very useful properties. For one thing, given a notation (z,( for y, we can effectively determine if y is a successor ordinal, and, if it is, we can also determine a notation for its predecessor. If y is a limit ordinal, we can pick out notations for a sequence of ordinals (yn)nCo converging to y from below. In general, if x is a notation, the set of <,-predecessors of x is r.e.
The set of all ordinals y such that 0 assigns a notation to y forms an initial segment of the countable ordinals. The recursive ordinals are the ordinals cx such that for some recursive ordering < on w, (a, E) = (w, <). The least upper bound of this set is called the 'recursive ol', and is denoted oFK. It has been shown that y has a notation in 0 iff y is recursive iff y < oFK.
This notion of ordinal notation is implicit in much of the work we will do, but will, for the most part, be ignored. We will, for example, say that 'P' is true for all p < cx when we mean that 'P' is true for all notations x such that x Co a for some fixed notation a for CY.
Recursive L,,,-formulas
In [2], Ash uses the system 0 to define the recursive formulas of L,,,. Ash and Knight later developed an equivalent definition, which we give here. It is an inductive definition, and simultaneously defines the formulas and their corresponding indices.
The recursive infinitary &-formulas and the recursive infinitary &formulas are the finitary quantifier-free L-formulas. The indices for these formulas are the usual Godel numbers.
Let CYY<W f" have a as a notation, and define Sz = {(a, e, 0): e E w} and SA = {(a, e, 1): e E o}. Then the recursive infinitary &-formula with index (a, e, 0) is Wi 3jji O,(jji, X), where the disjunction is taken over all i = (il, i2) E W, for which il is the Godel number of a sequence of variables jji and i2 is an index in U b+,a Sk for a recursive infinitary formula O,(jji, X). Similarly, the recursive infinitary &-formula with index (a, e, 1) is /Mi VZi ei(Zi, Z), where the conjunction is taken over all i = (il, i2) E W, for which ir is the GSdel number of a sequence of variables Zi and i2 is an index in lJ bcroa Sg for a recursive infinitary formula f3&,, X).
The set of recursive infinitary &-formulas is denoted 22, and that of the &-formulas is denoted ma. Roughly speaking, then, a ra-formula is one in which the infinite conjunctions and disjunctions are over recursive sequences.
From this definition it is clear that, given (Y < myK, the set of Ya-and n&-formulas is r.e. Also, in a recursive structure '21, satisfaction of Z',-formulas is z", and satisfaction of me-formulas is l7'$ This means that if q(i) is a Fe-formula, '8 is a recursive structure, and ti E YI is such that I_i?( = 161, then we need only a A:,, -oracle to determine if Yl k ~(5).
The &-subset relation
Given an ordinal /3, a language L, an L-structure %?I, and ii E %?I, let &#?I, i) denote the set of all &-formulas of L,,, which are true of d in '%?I, and define ZZ&'%?I, a) and z',('%, a) similarly.
The relation ZP(VI, 6) c Z&B, 6) between structures YI and B, and tuples C E 2I and Z? E '93, plays an important part in the development of our main theorem. We will refer to this as the 'J+subset relation'. In the main theorem we will work with a family of structures, satisfying some very strong properties. One of these properties is that the family be 'cu-friendly', which is defined in the following way.
A recursive family of recursive structures is an indexed family {'$: i E I} for which Z is recursive set and 'BL, is a recursive structure, uniformly in i.
Let CY<O F". A recursive family {'?Ii: i E Z} of recursive structures is a-friendly if the relation zp(YIi, (5) E ~~(?I~, 6) is r.e. between i, j E I, p < CY, and sequences a E pi, d E ~j.
In other words, {?I,} is a-friendly if we can enumerate the set of 5tuples (/3, i, j, 6, 6) such that all this is true. This concept of a-friendliness was first introduced in [3] .
In Section 3 we work with direct sums of linear orderings, and show that the &-subset relation between two different sums depends only on the &-subset relations between the individual summands. This is done using transfinite induction, which is possible because of the following fact. 
Recursive labelling systems
Also of major importance in our main theorem is Ash's idea of a recursive labelling system and some results he obtains using these systems. First introduced in [l], the labelling systems are a method for transfinitely nested priority constructions, and were originally used to show that under suitable conditions on a structure '?I there is a recursive copy 'B with an isomorphism from B to ?I which is not At in Kleene's hyperarithmetical hierarchy. The following definitions are taken from [2] .
A recursive metric space consists of a metric space X, a family B(X) of non-empty open subsets of X, forming a basis for X, and an enumeration of B(X) with respect to which the relations t > o (t contains the closure of a) and 6(a) < l/n (where 6 is the diameter of a) are r.e. relations on B(X) X B(X) and Z?(X) X w, respectively.
An r.e. point of a recursive metric space X is an element x of X such that { (7 E B(X): x E a} is r.e.
A tree consists of disjoint sets {a}, T,, T,, Z& . . . with a predecessor function q for which q : T,,, -P T', q : TO-, {a}, and q(a) = a. The set of nodes of T is the set {a} U (U,, T,J. The nodes of T of level IZ are the elements of c.
A recursive tree is one for which the set of nodes forms an r.e. set of natural numbers and the function q is partial recursive.
A path in T is a sequence uo, ur, u2 . . . (finite or infinite) for which u,, E T, and q(u,+,) = &I. A recursive labelling system on a recursive metric space X is a quintuple (T, L, S, N, F) for which T is a recursive tree, L is an r.e. set, S is an r.e. subset of T x L, N is an r.e. subset of T X L x T x L and F is a function from L to subsets of X for which the relation
A labelling of the path uo, ul, u2, . . . in T is a sequence Lo, AI, k2, . . . from L of the same length such that, for each n, S(U,, A,) and N(u,, h,, u,+~, A,,,).
An adherent point of a labelling (A,) of an infinite path (u,) is a point x E X such that, for every open set II for which x E U, there exists N such that for all n>N, F(&,)r-I U+0.
Our goal in this paper is to determine sufficient conditions under which a non-recursive theory will have a recursive model. Theorem 2.4 does this by using Proposition 2 in [2], which gives conditions under which a non-recursive path in a tree T nevertheless has a labelling with an r.e. adherent point. This proposition makes use of the following definitions, also taken from [2] .
A path-generating function (or instruction) in a recursive labelling system is a function p from T x L to T mapping each (u, A) for which S(u, A) holds to some successor of u in T.
A labelling 1 of an instruction p is an infinite path uo, ul, u2, . . . in T together with a labelling 1,, 3r,, AZ, . . . of this path such that, for each n, p(u,, I.,) = u,,+~.
If /3 = y + 1, then 1 is a A$-labelling if there is e such that I = {e}O'Y'. A special sequence for a limit ordinal (Y is an increasing sequence (y") of successor ordinals whose limit is CY and for which there is a recursive sequence (xn) of notations from 0 (where xi is a notation for yj) such that xo<oxl <+z2 Co ***.
While (Y may have notations that pick out a sequence involving limit ordinals we can (effectively) pass from any such notation to a new notation involving only successor ordinals. Therefore, for any limit ordinal a < I$~, there is a special sequence for (Y. Now, assume that (Y is a limit ordinal, and let ( yn) be a special sequence for cr.
A special At-instruction
in a recursive labelling system is an instruction p such that, for some recursive sequence (e,), each e, is a A;"-index for the restriction of p to {(u, A): u E T,}.
A special cu-system w.r. t. (m) (or ( Y,,)-system) is a recursive labelling system, together with a special sequence ( yn) for o and a family {a,,: 1 c y < LY} of uniformly r.e. binary relations on L which satisfy conditions (1) to (7) below:
(1) For each u E To there exists k E L such that S(u, A) and F(il) f 0. 
-labelZing of an instruction p in a recursive labelling system is a labelling (u,), (A,,) of p such that, for some recursive sequence (e,), each e, is a A!"-index for the pair (u,+i, A,,,) .
This means that e, is such that l(n) = {e,}"'"-"(n) = (u,+i, A,+i).
We can now state the main result on labelling systems, from [2], which will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
The main result
Our main result gives conditions under which it is guaranteed that a theory T will have a recursive model. In the proof of the main theorem, we define a ( y, )-system which will help us to construct such a model. Definition 2.1 describes the family {a,,} of binary relations which are used in this system, and Lemma 2.2 gives a more intuitive idea of how they work. These particular U, relations were also used in If y = 0 + 1, then ('%,,f) Cl,,, (a,, g) if domf E domg and for any h zg, there is k 2 f such that (VIZ, h) 4, (a,, k) .
If Once we have defined the ( y,)-system and an appropriate ( y,)-instruction p, we will use Theorem 1.2 to obtain a ( y,)-labelling of p and a corresponding r.e. adherent point. In our result, this adherent point is actually a recursive structure B. We will then use Lemma 2.3 to show that 65 is a model of the given theory T. We recall here that if (Y < mFK then the set of E;S and mO-formulas for p < & is r.e., and that, in a recursive structure, satisfaction of Zb-formulas is 2;. 
Then, if ~1 is an L',-formula, (*) C$ k q(C) iff there is N such that for all k > N, Q k (p(fk(E)).
Proof. By induction on the complexity of q. First, let Q, be a finitary quantifier-free formula. If B k q(E), then let N be such that E E dom fN, and N > M, where M is as in part (b) of our hypothesis. Then '& k &fk(E)) for all k > N. Now assume that there is an N such that for all k > N, '?I, k q&(E)). Let M be as in part (b), and define N' = max[M + 1, N + 11. Then by part (b) we have El= q(E).
Therefore (*) is true for finitary quantifier-free L-formulas. Now, let pl be an L',-formula of complexity y, where yn < y s Y~+~. Assume that (*) holds for all Zh-and Fs-formulas in L&, for all p < y.
Case 1: Let Q, be Zt, so that &7) has the form Wi 3& r&&, X), where each vi is FO for some p < y. If E k q(E), then G != vi(d, E) for some i, some d E E. Let N be such that E, d E domf,. By our induction hypothesis, there is N' > N such that for all k > N', I& k vi&(d), fk(E)), b ecause IJJi is FP. So for all k > N', %c k Q)(fk(~))-Now assume that E E K and N' < w are such that for all k > N', 21k b Q)(~~(E)). We may assume that N' > n. Then we have %)L,.+, k ~)(f,+,,'+i(E)), and for all j3 < y, /3 + 1 < yN,+i, SO there is some i such that !?I,.+, k 3fi wi(~i, fNr+1(E)). Then by part (c) of our hypothesis there is m > N' such that '?I,,, k ~i(fm(a), &(E)), for some d E E. Therefore, for all k' > m, 3,.
b lyi(fk,(d), f,.(E)), by part (d). Then by the induction hypothesis 65 k qi(d, c), SO G k 3Xi Wi(~i, E). Hence 0 k q(E).
Case 2: Let q be F,, SO 
ak klVi(fk(d), h(c))* Th en for all k > N', '& # cp(fk(E)). This contradiction shows that (5 k q(E).
Therefore, for any recursive L&-formula ~1, G k q(E) iff there is N < o such that for all k > N, 21k k &fk(E)). 0
This brings us to our main theorem. 
' If '& = ((43), ((k, 0), il)s ((il, ai,), iZ), ((i2t ai2), i3)s . . . f ((in--l~ ain_,) k)) E &, then v E Z,,, is a successor of u if u has the form ((&I), (&I 0), i1), ((i1, 6i,), C2), ((4, GiJ2 i3), . . . , ((in--l, cii,m,), ir2)9 ((L, bin), in+l)).
(B) L = {(i, f): i -=c w, f . 1s a function from a finite subset of C into a,}. (C) The relation S is defined as follows: If u E I,, then S(u, A) iff )L = (iO, 0). If u = ((44, ((6, 0)~ il) , ((iI, ail)7 43 ((t2, aiJ9 i3) , . . . , ((&-I, Gin_,) If ((L ziJ, h), . . . , ((G--l, G_,) , in)) E 1, for n > 0, and if v is a successor of u, A = (i, f) E L, and y = (j, g) E L, then N(u, 1, v, p) iff S(u, A), S(v, ,u), domg 2 domf, and
nyn-I(qli, ranf) s nyn-l(nj, rang).
(E) Given A = (i, f) E L, the set F(k) is defined as F(IZ) = {Q E X: ZZi((ai, ranf) is realized in Q by domf}.
Under these definitions, because K is a-friendly, we have that Z is recursive, L is r.e., S is recursive, N is r.e., and the relation F(A)n (T(Q))#~ on Lx B(X) is r.e. Therefore, (I, L, S, N, F) is a recursive labelling system. We now define the family {Cl,: 1 c y < cu} of binary relations on L by A. Cl, p iff (a,, f) 4, (%j, g), as defined in Definition 2.1, where A. = (i, f) E L and P = (i, g) E L. By Lemma 2.2, A. a, p iff E,z("IIjp a) G zY((ai, C), where a is the range of the function g restricted to domf and 2 is the sequence of corresponding elements of ran& Since K is a-friendly, the 4, are r.e.
Using Lemma 2.2, it is easy to see that the recursive labelling system (I, L, S, N, F) together with the a, satisfy conditions (l)- (7) for a (y,)-system. Therefore, they form a y,, ((io, 0), j) ). Now, let 4(&J, ((6, 0), Q, ((iI, G,), 4, ((L &J, 4, . . . , ((L1, G_,) , k)) be an element of Z,, for n > 0, and let A. = (i, f) E L be such that S(u, A) holds.
Let Q, be such that (q(T), E) is the first element of EC with the following features:
(ii) Q, is 2; for some /3 < 'yn; say q,(i) = y 3Xk qlk(fk, X),
We note that these three requirements can be checked effectively with a At"-oracle, as satisfaction of &r-formulas is $+ for all p < y,,.
We now find j = h,(i,,), where h, is the A;"-function (4, ((i,, O), b) , ((k&J, 4, ((L &J, 4, . . . , ((Ll, 4_, )7 id, ((in, i) ),
where ct = ranf.
Then p is a ( y,)-instruction in (I, L, S, N, F).
Therefore, by Theorem 1.2, there is a ( y,)-labelling of p with an r.e. adherent point. Let this labelling be (u, ), (A,) , where u, ((&J, (Go, O), id, ((4, 4, ), id, ((b, %), Q, . . . , ((L1, lsin_, )9 9) and A, = (in,fn). Then for each n we have S(u,, A,), N(u,, il,, u,+~, &+r), and p(4, &I) = %+1-Let 6 be the r.e. adherent point of this labelling. Then we can enumerate
ordering a(S) as
Thus the linear ordering 8(S) encodes the set S. The first non-dense interval of a(S) will be 1 or w, depending on whether or not 0 E S; the second will be either o or o*, depending on whether or not 1 E S; and so on. There is a recursive sequence of elementary first-order sentences Q)" such that a(S) k ~1, iff n ES. Therefore, the Turing degree of T(S) depends on that of the set S. If S has degree SO'"', the n, clearly, so will T(S). Placing certain restrictions on S, however, will ensure that T(S) has a recursive model. The proof of 3.1 will use the following fact, which is proved using induction on LY. Using 3.2, we can determine the difference in complexity between mn-l and ,B" for all n 2 1. This provides us with a way to determine if the nth non-dense piece of B(S) is fz0"-r or 0Y. This in turn tells us if n -1 E S.
The following result was stated in [3] , and is a special case of a result given in PI.
Lemma 3.3. 2h-I(w"-1) g 2ti_1(o"). Cl
We now turn to results dealing specifically with our ordering 'U(S). In order to use Theorem 2.4, we need to be able to determine under what conditions it is true that Q(a (&)) G f17,,('?I(S2)). W e will be using the special sequence ( y") for o, where y0 = 1 and yII = 2n for n 2 1. In the following results the notation y" is suppressed. 
Proof. We have !@=B?
for all n=O, l,..., q-l. Also, if qE&, then $82 = wq and 582 = wq+'. Hence, &++i('B~) = &r+l('B?) for n = 0, . . . , q -1, and &+,('B~) s &q+l('B~), by Lemma 3.3. Now, by Lemma 3.3 and Fact 1.1, Zz,,(wm+') c Zzm(wm), for all m < w. Then, if q <m, we have 2q + 1 s 2m, giving us &r+l(wm+l) G ZZq+i(wm). Therefore, &+i(!B~) G &r+l(BZ) for all q <m < 0.
Thus we have Z&+,( '$3:) EZ~+~(!@) for all n < w, so by 3.2, ZQ+,('?ll)~ &q+K%). Now, to see that Z&+i ('$I,) q! &r+l(5?ll), define the following formulas: Let x(x, y) be Vzl, z2 32, ((x s z1 <z 2 my)+ (zl < z, < z2)). This says that the interval between x and y is dense.
Let 5;(x, y) be Vz ((x < y) A 1(x < z < y)). This says that x is the immediate predecessor of y.
Let o&i, z2, . . . , ZP~+~) be If a,, u2, . . . ) ati+2 are the endpoints of the first n + 1 dense pieces, then o,(q,, a29 . . . , u2n+2) locates 'Bz ' m a(S). '93: is what lies between u2" and u~+~. Let vi(x) = Vyl 3x, (y, <x+y, <xi <x). For n 2 2, let qn(x) be a II,,-formula logically equivalent to Vy?z 3x, (Y, <x--, ((Y, <x, <x) A rf%-1(xn))).
For n 3 1, let %+I@~,,, ZZ,,+J = 3x (~2~ <x < ~2~+1+ r+%(x)). 8 ,,+i is a Z2,,+,-sentence such that if u2n and u2"+i are as above, then %+l(%~ U2n+l ) is true in a(S) if what lies between u2,, and U~+, is wn+', but is not true if what lies between u2,, and u2n+l is w". This is done by determining whether or not the corresponding linear ordering has at least n + 1 nested limit points.
Let rp, = %, z2, . . . , L+~ (oh, z2, . . . , z2n+2) A f3n+l(~2n, ZZ,,+~)). Then rp,
locates 93: in a(S) and is true in a(S) if ?3: is wn+* but is not true in a(S) if 93: is
Wn.
Therefore, cp4 is a JZ%+, -sentence which is true in $X2, but is not true in 'II,. Hence, &r+l(%) # &+l('%).
Thus, &+i('%) E ~22,+1@2).
•I
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1: Claim 3. There is some i, such that '3, satisfies the II&-consequences of T(S).
Theorem 2.4 then gives the desired result. We prove these claims in reverse order:
Proof of Claim 3. Recall that y0 = 1. By the definition of S, we can effectively determine whether or not 0 E S. If it is, let iO be such that 0 E Si,. Otherwise, let iO be such that 0 $ S,. Then, by Lemma 3.4, we have Z,@(S)) c E,(%i,,). Then, if q is any I7,-consequence of T(S), a(S) k q, and so (1Ii, k q. Therefore, 21i0 satisfies the I7i-consequences of T(S).
0
Proof of Claim 2. We first note that for n 21, Srln=S,nn iff %i satisfies the &,-consequences of T(S). This is true by Lemma 3.4. Now, determine whether or not S n n = Si n n. If it is, let j < w be such that S fl (n + 1) = S, rl (n + 1). Otherwise, let j < w be such that Si fl n = Sj fl n.
In either case, let h,(i) = j. Then we have &$?l,) E &$!lj), by Lemma 3.4 and our definition of yn. Also, it is clear that if %?li satisfies the U,,"-consequences of T(S), then S n n = S; fl n, and so !?lj will satisfy the fl,,+,-consequences of T(S). By hypothesis, this can all be done effectively in 0(2n-'), and so h, is A:,.
Proof of Claim 1. To show that K is w-friendly we must show that where &, 21j, G and 6 are as described above.
To enumerate P2 we must be able to determine, g&en k, j, and the tuples ti and 6, what the intervals $?lk, and 'Ir,, of 5?lk and aj are, and then be able to determine for what it < o it is true that Zn((a,,) E Z"(%j,).
We can assign a code to the possible intervals of the linear ordering a(S) (for any finite S c 0). Then, given 55, E K and (5 E Bk, there is a uniform recursive procedure for enumerating D(&), together with the set of 4-tuples (k, a,,,, a,+~> c) such that c is the code for the isomorphism type of the interval between a,,, and ~1,,,+~ in 55,. Thus, Pz can be enumerated if, given (k, a,, a,+,, cl) and (j, b,, b,+I, c2 ) we can determine for what n < w it is true that Z@l) E Z(%), w h ere %, is the interval represented by c1 and !& is the interval represented by c2. This can be done recursively for any such c1 and c2, although the individual proofs are tedious and non-instructive. Therefore, the set PI is r.e., and so K is an o-friendly family of structures. 0
Using Theorem 2.4, it then follows from Claims 1, 2, and 3 that T(S) has a recursive model. El Therefore, if S n (n + 1) is recursive in 0(2n-1), then T(S) has a recursive model. Is there S G w such that T(S) does not have a recursive model? As we said at the beginning of this chapter, S can have Turing degree 0'"' and still qualify. However, we have the following restriction on the initial segments of S: Zf S rI (n + 1) is A;", uniformly in n, then T(S) has a recursive model.
Cl
This can be proved in the same way as Theorem 3.1, but with the new special sequence ( y"). The a-friendly family K stays the same as before.
